


Every Day Is a New Day
People tend to take the days for granted as they go by. 

But the wonderful times in life come about 

when we do our best each and every day.

That’s why we believe it’s important 

to stay in tune with our customers, 

and to support them as best we possibly can.

“Day after day, beginning with today,

 both you and I have a chance to begin our lives anew.”

As our founder Seiichi Suzuki stated, 

part of our management philosophy is to create 

something new and different out of what might be a mundane day. 

The whole idea is to keep the excitement there 

today, tomorrow and into the future.

A free and flexible approach leads to a new kind of enrichment to life 

— and that means fun moments. 

We consider it our mission to sow the seeds of joy 

amongst people and communities.
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Keeping up the spirit of 
challenge and new ideas

Duskin has launched more than 100 businesses and 
projects through the present time. We continuously 
take up new challenges. Sometimes we might fail, but 
in this way we stay a step ahead of customer needs, 
anticipating what it is that they would like next and 
creating it.

We begin to get an idea of what is needed by first 
listening to each of our customers. We think about our 
customers’ lives — and how to make them smile.

We want our customers’ lives to be full of pleasant 
surprises and happy moments: that is, a new day every 
day. And we challenge ourselves to helping to make 
that happen, now and into the future.

1. Feb. 1999: First Katsu & Katsu pork cutlet restaurant opens in Shikinzan Koen Park in Osaka.  2. Aug. 1986: Duskin’s first water 
purifier, Oishii Mizu launched.  3. Nov. 2020: Sales launched for TuZuKu Long-lasting Disinfectant and Cleaner, an antimicrobial, 
sanitizing cleaning product developed in a joint project with Fujifilm Holdings.  4. Apr. 1985: Kukiban, Duskin’s first air-purifier rental 
service, including regular filter changes and maintenance, launched. 5. Oct. 1991: Sales launched nationwide for Beauty Clean, an 
automatic washing device for men’s urinals.  6. Apr. 1971: Mister Donut pilot shop opens in Minoh City, Osaka Prefecture.  7. Oct. 
1964: Nationwide sales launched for Home Duskin, our first home-use dust control product line.  8. May 1970: A partnership 
agreement is formally signed with Mister Donut of America.  9. Apr. 1971: When Mister Donut is first established in Japan, the shop 
offers 143 kinds of donuts and 11 types of beverages.  10. May 1961: Founder Seiichi Suzuki travels to the United States for the first 
time, where he encounters the dust control business.  11. Sept. 1971: The Hai Mop, a home-use mop equipped with superior 
features, is perfected.  12. Jan. 1987: Duskin becomes the first Japanese company to win the International Franchise Association 
(IFA) Hall of Fame Award.  13. Oct. 1978: First store of Rent-All, which offers rentals of home-use products for hobby, travel, baby 
goods and other items opens.  14. Jan. 1971: ServiceMaster, a professional cleaning service, is launched.  15. Mar. 2021: The 
simple and compact MuKu cleaning tool series is launched nationwide.
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to create newness every single day



Long-term strategy

Moving ahead with what’s needed 
— right here, right now

Our business environment is in the midst of dramatic 
fluctuations, which are projected to continue for the 
foreseeable future. Accordingly, we are boosting our 
portfolio management and making improvements to our 
business base to achieve structural reform. In response 
to changes in the business environment caused by the 
coronavirus pandemic, we will focus further on the 
delivery of the kind of information that our customers 
need, as well as the development of new distribution 
routes, including home deliveries and takeout.

At present, online and digitalization are developing at a 
rapid rate. The key here is not to focus on digitalization 
only, but also to effectively integrate one of Duskin’ s 
strengths — attentive service to customers — with 
digitalization. In so doing, we are confident that we can 
continue to deliver products and services that meet 
changing customer needs.

Future initiatives to address 
business issues

Duskin is focused on creating a stricter governance 
structure, including addressing Japan’s revised 
Corporate Governance Code and reviewing our 
preparedness for the Tokyo Stock Exchange 
reclassifications slated for implementation next year.

Duskin is determined to do its part for the development 
of a sustainable society that strives to achieve the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) and also to 
raise corporate value. To move forward on these 
objectives, we are working toward Creating Shared 
Value (CSV) with a view to resolving economic, social 
and environmental issues through our business — even 
during the coronavirus pandemic. And at the same 
time, we will improve our corporate governance to 
generate value for everyone by solving problems in 
these three areas.

A company moving toward 
sustainability

The Direct Selling Group helps customers to fine-tune 
their daily lives with our products and services, 
matching the rhythm of their living and working 
environments. In this connection, we are stepping up 
sales of hygiene management products confirmed and 
certified by third parties as antibacterial and antiviral. 
We have also developed a hygiene service package 
combining professional cleaning and technical services, 
and implemented an initiative focused on hygiene 
management at events and schools. Further, we at 
Duskin are re-making our brand image as a company 
engaged in cleaning services into that of a company 
forging healthy environments in a broader sense, under 
the banner of “Creating Healthy Environments.”

To bring even more fun and great flavors to our 
customers, the Food Group has introduced donuts with 
a different kind of texture as well as enhancing our 
regular products, and formed partnerships and 
collaborative projects with 
other companies. In 
addition, we are creating 
hygiene-conscious shops 
by adopting contactless 
sales, including 
semi-self-service cash 
registers and the stepping 
up of takeout ordering.

Key strategies for the current 
fiscal year

Teruji Yamamura

A one and only franchise system where franchisor and 
franchisees share our Management Philosophy
To be a unique group of companies that contribute to creating 
communities where people are connected, safe and live happily.

The most trusted franchise business in the community
To become the most reliable service provider, proactively anticipating 
customers’ needs and providing innovative solutions.

All business units and services join to respond to the 
needs of our customers
To commit to an all-out, system-wide effort to provide the best services for 
our customers.

We aim to unite all Duskin businesses so as to 
serve our customers in the most effective and 
courteous manner.

President and CEO
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Bringing the seeds of joy to 
as many people as possible
Part of our philosophy is that we deliver joy and consideration to all people and 
their communities, and we know how important it is to fully understand the needs 
and opinions of our customers and to address their needs appropriately. This is 
Duskin’s unique style, and something we will never change.

Duskin operates a myriad of businesses under its unique franchise system. As franchisor, we share the same 
management philosophy of Prayerful Management with our franchisees, and grow together with them. 
Duskin’s strengths lie with its franchises, where solid ties — unconfined to the limited category of business — 
give rise to a rare sense of unity and organizational strength.

Our franchise system

Taking a close look at the changing times and diversifying lifestyles, our goal is to enrich daily life of our 
customers. Duskin engages in a wide variety of businesses to suit every stage of life and support each 
individual customer.

Making child-rearing easier 
and more comfortable

Supporting healthy growth Enriching day-to-day life

Engendering peace of 
mind in the era of the 

100-year lifespan

An array of services designed to serve our customers over a lifetime

In tune with 
customer needs

Ideas
taking shape

Staying connected
Expanding 

our horizons

Not only do we offer products and 
services, but we are also ready at 
any time to help customers solve 
their problems. Keeping one step 
ahead with our solutions, we stay in 
tune with their specific needs.

Besides customer touchpoints such 
as direct selling scenarios and in 
stores, Duskin also has Contact 
Centers and Customer Centers. 
We strive to be readily available 
and highly convenient for our 
customers at all times, an approach 
that includes instituting an online 
ordering system and special 
membership website.

Duskin brought the franchise 
system to Japan from the United 
States in 1964, where it took root. 
From this time onward, Duskin’s 
business field grew dramatically. 
Our goal is to be trusted and 
viewed as a reliable company 
everywhere, regardless of country 
or region.

Examining the day-to-day life of our 
customers and listening to their 
opinions and requests, we develop 
our products and services with 
flexibility. We work through a process 
of trial and error on a daily basis to 
help make sure that our customers 
are as happy as they can be.

Franchisor Franchisees

Nine regional offices
Franchise agreement No. of 

sales offices

No. of production
/logistic facilities

Support for 
management philosophy

Support for operation

Hokkaido
Tohoku
Kita Kanto
Minami Kanto
Tokyo

Tokai/Hokuriku
Kinki
Chugoku/Shikoku
Kyushu

As of March 31, 2021

Because Duskin considers the opinions of our customers to be of primal importance, 
we have set up our systems to ensure that we can answer their diversifying needs. 

We pay close attention to any issues or complaints that our customers have, 
all with a view to moving forward in such a way that we serve them better.

Our sales representative Duskin Contact Center Fan Meeting with customers DDuet membership website

Our starting point is literally “listening to the customer”

WE
B
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• The number of locations, franchise units and shops represents domestic operations only, as of March 31, 2021. 
• The number of locations for the Direct Selling Group represents the number of franchise agreements.
• Because some business locations operate multiple businesses, the number of locations above may differ from the actual number of offices.

Direct Selling Group

Our Businesses
Food Group

Duskin has a diverse array of locations and shops around Japan, providing 
products and services to meet customer needs everywhere.

Rent-All

(Of which, 59 locations offer 
rental of daily-use goods)

103 locations

Rental of special 
event and daily-use 

items

Health Rent

166 locations

Rental and sales 
of home health 

care items

Duskin Healthcare

213 contracts

Hygienic 
environments for 

medical institutions

Duskin Healthcare Co., Ltd. is a 
subsidiary of Duskin Co., Ltd.

Home Repair

93 locations

Fixing scratches 
and dents

Total Green

147 locations

Plant and flower 
upkeep

Merry Maids

768 locations

Convenient home 
cleaning and 

helper services

1,136 locations

Professional 
cleaning service

ServiceMaster

Clean Service

Terminix

555 locations

Pest control and 
comprehensive 

sanitary management

Duskin Life Care

90 locations

Quality home care 
for seniors

Uniform Service

216 locations

Leasing, sales and 
cleaning of uniforms

Health & Beauty

465 locations

Cosmetics and 
health foods

Shanghai

Taiwan

The Philippines
Cambodia

Malaysia

Indonesia

Thailand

• The number of sales locations above is as of December 31, 2020.
• The Mister Donut business locations include shops operated under master franchise agreements.

Overseas Development

Duskin has adapted business models from 
around the world to suit the needs of 
individual countries and regions, expanding 
aggressively with a focus on the rapidly 
growing Asian economies.

Two brands 
come together

Big Apple

Duskin acquired this donut 
chain in Malaysia and Cambo-
dia, and made it a subsidiary 
in 2017. With our joint knowl-
edge and know-how, we are 
increasing our presence in 
these regions.

Malaysia and Cambodia

83 locations

Mister Donut is welcomed 
across borders

Mister Donut

Everybody loves Mister Donut! 
We have a presence in four 
overseas markets: Taiwan, 
Thailand, the Philippines and 
Indonesia.

Taiwan, Thailand, 
the Philippines and Indonesia

4 markets

7,892 locations

Our circle of cleanliness 
extends overseas

Dust Control

Taiwan and Shanghai

Duskin started expanding 
overseas in Taiwan in 1994 
and then set up in Shanghai, 
one of the fastest-growing 
markets in the world, in 2006. 
Duskin continues to develop 
both residential and commer-
cial markets overseas.

2 markets 2 markets

24 locations

Bakery Factory

4 shops

Bakery shops with 
fresh-from-the-oven 

items

Katsu & Katsu

16 restaurants

Pork cutlet 
restaurants using 
quality ingredients

Katsu & Katsu Co., Ltd. is a 
subsidiary of Duskin Co., Ltd.

Mister Donut

960 shops

Homemade donuts 
and a variety of 

menu items

MOSDO

1 shop

Collaboration with 
MOS Burger

Launched under a business 
tie-up between MOS Food 
Services and Duskin.

Pie Face

Pie specialty stores 
from Australia

Rental and sales of 
cleaning products

Six categories of the Clean Service

● Dust Control (1,876) ● Water Control (1,621)
● Clean Service (1,588) ● Wipeful Service (1,463)

● Air Control (1,534) ● Drink Service (704) 

(Number of franchise units)

4 shops
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We deliver on our commitments
to our customers

As lifestyles change, 
we are also seeing tremendous changes in approaches to hygiene. 

To ensure that we can meet changing customer needs, 
the Direct Selling Group and Food Group work together 

to bring not only cleanliness but also the intangible qualities of safety 
and comfort to our customers.

The Direct Selling Group helps our customers 
achieve an appropriate rhythm in day-to-day life in 
three key areas: hygiene, work-life management  
and senior support, in accordance with diversifying 
customer life and work styles. In particular, we focus 
on creating healthy environments as a professional 
provider of hygiene services, drawing on the 
know-how we have accumulated over many years.

Protecting what our customers 
take for granted in daily life
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This service provides a comprehensive support package of 
uniform leasing and sales, cleaning, maintenance, as well 
as pick-up and delivery. We have a wide selection of 
uniforms for a range of different industry sectors. For our 
uniform cleaning service, we employ highly hygienic 
methods, including the use of peroxyacetic acid detergent, 
which has antibacterial qualities.

Health and BeautyUniform Service

Our products include skin 
care cosmetics that help 
bring out the natural beauty 
of the skin, and health food 
items made from natural 
ingredients. Duskin helps 
customers age beautifully 
and maintain both good 
physical and mental health.

Nature-based cosmetics and health food sales

At Duskin, our rental service cycle is 
once every four weeks. Our sales 
representatives visit our customers 
on a regular basis, supporting them 
with any difficulties they may have.

Direct Selling Group

Rentals and sales of cleaning 
and hygiene products

We help to keep your home, office or 
store clean and comfortable at all 
times. Our sales representatives visit 
your location, offering rentals and sales 
of cleaning and hygiene equipment 
as well as helping our customers 
create a comfortable environment in 
accordance with specific living 
spaces and workplace needs.

Clean Service

Regularly scheduled rental services 
to maintain daily life rhythms

61,000
As of March 31, 2021

Six Categories of the Clean Service
The Clean Service offers a broad array of useful and appealing products. 

Some of our products help make day-to-day living cleaner or support a more comfortable 
and hygienic lifestyle, while others simply make life more convenient.

Residential
customers

Commercial
customers

Leasing, sales and cleaning of uniforms

Commercial
customers

Residential
customers

No. of sales reps.

This service helps maintain bath-
room spaces, keeping them clean 
and hygienic. We deliver hygiene 
products for a more comfortable 
environment.

We offer periodic replacement of prod-
ucts, on a rental basis, that help make 
our environment and day-to-day life 
cleaner and more comfortable, includ-
ing mops, cloths and mats.

Clean Service
No. of franchise units: 1,588

This service includes regular filter 
replacement and device mainte-
nance for items such as air purifiers 
and deodorizers, with a view to 
achieving safe, clean air.

Air Control
No. of franchise units: 1,534

We provide rentals of high-quality 
wipe cloths developed for industrial 
use, offering full support to manufac-
turing and repair plants for creating a 
hygienic environment.

We deliver authentic coffee, natural 
mineral water and more on a regular 
basis. We also offer a convenient 
rental serving station.

We offer periodic filter replacement 
on a rental basis of items such as 
water purifiers and bathroom show-
erhead water purifiers, for a more 
hygienic environment.

Dust Control
No. of franchise units: 1,876

Wipeful Service
No. of franchise units: 1,463

Drink Service
No. of franchise units: 704

Water Control
No. of franchise units: 1,621

216 locations 465 locations

Approx.

The number of locations and franchise units represents domestic operations only, as of March 31, 2021.13 14



Total Green

Home Repair

This service provides comprehensive support from 
event planning to setup, operations and removal. 
Rental services are available for a wide range of 
items, from event-specific items to baby products, 
items designed to help prevent infection and 
hygienic items. We have also launched our Event 
Hygiene Services, a new service designed to 
facilitate hygiene strategy at events.

Rentals of special event and daily-use items

Rent-All

With professional techniques and equipment, we 
address the variety of issues that customers tend 
to face pertaining to cleaning, from house to office 
and shops.

Professional cleaning service

ServiceMaster

Applying our knowledge and technique as 
professionals, we eliminate and prevent invasion of 
pests such as cockroaches, termites and mice in 
homes, restaurants and offices, using methods that 
are both environmentally and human-friendly.

Pest control and 
comprehensive sanitary management

Terminix

This customer-tailored, in-home service assists 
customers on a variety of cleaning and housework 
tasks. We have a variety of plans designed to meet 
customer needs, either on a regular basis or simply 
as needed.

Convenient home cleaning and 
helper services

Merry Maids

Residential 
customers

Commercial 
customers

Residential 
customers

Commercial 
customers

Residential 
customers

Commercial 
customers

Residential 
customers

Commercial 
customers

Residential 
customers

Residential 
customers

Commercial 
customers

With this service, we address our customer’s troubles 
in their homes or office locations, including holes in 
the walls, scratches on the floors and dents on the 
doors, with our original techniques and services.

Fixing scratches and dents

We provide regular maintenance including pruning, 
weeding, pest control and lawn upkeep. For 
commercial locations, we also offer such services 
as management and maintenance of vegetation 
and ornamental plant rentals.

Plant and flower upkeep

Direct Selling Group

The number of locations represents domestic operations only, as of March 31, 2021.

1,136 locations

555 locations

147 locations

93 locations

103 locations
(Of which, 59 offer rentals of 
daily-use goods)

768 locations
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Providing everything from cleaning, washing and 
sterilization of medical equipment and sophisticated 
hygiene management to integration of logistics, this 
integrated service helps create the optimal hygienic 
environment in medical and welfare facilities and 
facilitate efficient operations. It also provides a highly 
specialized service focused on infection control.

Duskin Healthcare Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary of Duskin Co., Ltd.

Note: These services are not covered by Japan’s long-term care insurance system.

We engage in rentals and sales of nursing care 
products to facilitate the physical independence of 
users and to assist them directly where needed. 
Specialized consultants provide appropriate 
products in line with living environments and personal 
circumstances of individual users.

Our care staff visit the homes of seniors or facilities for 
the elderly to provide the personal care they need in 
accordance with their specific conditions. We put 
together packages of services tailored to meet the 
requests of the individuals themselves or their families.

Rental and sales of home health care items

Health Rent

Duskin Life Care

Duskin Healthcare

Quality home care for seniors

Hygienic environments for medical institutions

Direct Selling Group

The number of locations and contracts represents domestic operations only, as of March 31, 2021.

The Food Group continues to develop products that answer 
customer needs, as well as to create comfortable, welcoming 
spaces. We are in the business of delivering more delectable 
choices and more fun to customers of all generations.

Bringing happy moments 
to everyone, at any time166 locations

90 locations

213 contracts

Residential 
customers

Residential 
customers

Commercial 
customers
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Katsu & Katsu Co., Ltd. is a subsidiary of Duskin Co., Ltd.

Launched under a business tie-up between MOS Food Services and Duskin.

Collaboration with MOS Burger
This collaboration shop brings together MOS Burger and 
Mister Donut. Enjoy the menu, full of both brands!MOSDO

At Mister Donut, we work to bring 
customers new and delicious selections. 
Under the MISDO Meets theme, we offer 
new value with products jointly developed 
with other companies, while the MISDO 
GOHAN menu offers light meal choices 
other than donuts, which customers can 
enjoy at any time of the day. In addition, 
the MISDO Online Ordering system makes 
it even easier for customers to order ahead 
as well as to get takeout.

Homemade donuts and a variety of 
menu items
We deliver moments of happiness through 
our delectable array of donuts that 
absolutely everyone has fun choosing. Our 
goal is to create shops where anyone and 
everyone at any time happens upon good 
things every time they come in.

Mister Donut

New value with a full range of 
products and campaigns

Bakery Factory offers a wide variety of fresh-baked bread in its 
bright and spacious shops.

Bakery shops with fresh-from-the-oven items

Bakery Factory

Pie Face

Katsu & Katsu

Food Group

Pie Face offers a variety of menu selections, including 
traditional Australian meat pies and sweet pies. Our pies with 
unique face decorations pair perfectly with our signature coffee.

Pie specialty stores from Australia

Specialized in Japanese pork cutlet, the menu of Katsu & 
Katsu features carefully selected ingredients, including soft 
and juicy pork and wonderfully textured raw bread crumbs. 
The result is delicious fresh-fried flavor.

Pork cutlet restaurants using quality 
ingredients

The number of shops and restaurants represents domestic operations only, as of March 31, 2021.

960 shops

1 shop

4 shops

4 shops

16 restaurants
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1963
Based on our founder’s philosophy, which lives on to this 
day, attentive care for our customers is our ultimate focus. 
His life principles are reflected in our management 
philosophy called Prayerful Management. All of our 
employees incorporate his philosophy of sharing joy and 
doing our best in all that we do in everyday life.

Seiichi Suzuki was born in Hekinan 
City, Aichi Prefecture in 1911. He joined 
Ittoen in 1938, and then established 
Kentoku Company in 1944. From that 
time onward, Suzuki followed his 
principle of Prayerful Management, his 
purpose being to integrate moral and 
business goals in both his own and his 
company’s business practices. He led 
the Duskin Group as it paved the way to 
a multi-franchise business enterprise. 
Seiichi Suzuki passed away in 1980 at 
the age of 68.

Profit is the reward of joyous transactions

Franchising to achieve our business philosophy

Sowing the seeds of joy for people and society

Duskin’s founder, Seiichi Suzuki believed that profit is the reward of 
joyous transactions, working energetically to that end. He wished that 
everyone who took part in Duskin’s work would be happy. Home Duskin, 
a modern, specially treated cloth, marked the beginning of a new way of 
dusting without water. Introducing this method was a big step toward 
realizing our founder’s wishes. People called it the magic dust cloth — 
and it brought innovative cleaning techniques to homes across Japan.

Duskin launched its franchising system with the hope that it would 
provide opportunities to make dust control into a successful business for 
people aligned with our philosophy of Prayerful Management. We think of 
franchising as a system for franchisor and franchisees to share in each 
other’s fortunes and realize growth. We believe “franchising is a way of 
life,” meaning that franchising brings not only success in business but 
also success in life.

Our Philosophy of Unifying 
Business and Morals

Since our founding, we have followed a 
philosophy of unifying business and morals, 
with a view to joyfully answering to the needs 
of society, and at the same time to continue 
on a course of growth so that we can be of 
use in the greater society. Based in this 
management approach, Duskin has 
continuously implemented forward-looking 
initiatives with a view to contributing to 
societal development by way of safe, 
reliable, high-quality products and services.

Duskin has been pursuing the integration of two 
things: what must be kept unchanged and what 
must be changed.

Our goal for our business is to 
adapt our products, services and 
business models in accordance 
with the needs of the times, and 
to be a company that does good 
in the world.

Morals prompt compassion and 
kindness in people and a heart 
for appreciation. Everyone 
associated with Duskin shares 
this view and tries to 
incorporate it into their actions.

Duskin Founder
Seiichi Suzuki

Founder Seiichi Suzuki cleans the entrance of the Osaka 
City Central Public Hall on New Year’s Day, 1976.

Management  Phi losophy

Day after day, beginning with today
both you and I have a chance
to begin our lives anew.

Whether our lot today be profit or loss,
be spiritually ready for loss.

As a planter would, let us sow the seeds of joy
to every person we meet each day.

For everyone, for you and me,
may we lead our lives in this world to the fullest,
realizing our maximum spiritual and material potential.

Morals Business
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1963- 1980- 2000- 2010-

Duskin began with founder Seiichi Suzuki’s idea of reducing the discomfort of damp-cloth 
cleaning using cold water. Ever since then, we have continued to develop with a view to 
improving the lives of our customers.

Working closely with people and society, 
Duskin sows and spreads the seeds of joy

Direct Selling Group

Direct Selling Group

Direct Selling Group

Food Group

Food Group

Food Group

Food Group

A cleaning revolution in Japanese homes Doing our part for a sustainable society Generating new value in everyday life Taking up the challenges of addressing social issues

Duskin identifies customer needs and develops ideas, 
products and services to respond to those needs. We 
adopt the franchising business model from an early 
stage, establishing systems to deliver our products and 
services to customers around Japan.

Along with implementing franchise systems around the 
nation, we do our part for society. Our goal is to help 
create society where all people can live enriched lives.

Duskin offers products and services to match 
diversifying needs and shifting lifestyles. By turning our 
attention to the changing times and to the opinions of 
our customers, we expand our product and service 
offerings for greater comfort in day-to-day life.

Current circumstances demand an even more hygienic 
environment. Drawing on the wealth of technique and 
experience we have accumulated as professionals in 
cleaning and hygiene services, we help ensure safety in the 
home and local communities and help people live worry-free.

Duskin is established, and the Suita 
Laundry Plant opens. The company’s 
first commercial dust control mop and 
mat are released.

Home Duskin, the company’s first 
product line for residential use, 
launched  nationwide.

Professional cleaning services 
launched through a business 
affiliation with U.S.-based company, 
ServiceMaster.

Cosmetics sales (currently called Health 
& Beauty) launched via tie-up with AGA 
Co., Ltd.

Pest control and environmental 
sanitation management service 
(currently called Terminix) launched.

Japan’s first suitcase and baby bed 
rental service (currently called Rent-All) 
launched.

Uniform leasing, sales and cleaning 
business (currently called Uniform 
Service) launched.

Mister Donut business launched. January 27, the date 
when Seiichi Suzuki decided to start 
this business in Japan, is established as 
Mister Donut’s founding day.

First Mister Donut shop opens in Minoh, 
Osaka.

1963

1964

1971

1976

1977

1978

1978

Duskin AINOWA Foundation 
established.

Duskin founder becomes the first 
Japanese national to receive the IFA Hall 
of Fame Award.

1981

Pork cutlet restaurant Katsu & Katsu 
opens first restaurant at Shikinzan Koen 
in Osaka.

Duskin is listed on the Tokyo Stock 
exchange and the Osaka Securities 
Exchange. (The two securities 
exchanges merged in 2013.)

1999

2006 The Duskin Museum opens in Suita City, 
where Duskin was established.

2015

The soft, chewy texture of the Pon De 
Ring series makes these donuts a 
huge hit.

Mister Donut business launched in 
Taiwan.

Joint business venture between MOS 
Food Services and Duskin launched.

2003

2004

2008

1987

Management service for medical 
institutions (now operated by Duskin 
Healthcare Co., Ltd.) launched.

Merry Maids home cleaning and helper 
services launched.

Dust control business in Taiwan 
launched.

Plant and flower maintenance service 
(now rebranded as Total Green) 
launched.

1982

Care service launched to assist family 
caregivers in providing care to seniors 
(now rebranded as Duskin Life Care).

Rental and sales of home health care 
equipment (currently called Health 
Rent) launched.

Dust control business launched in 
Shanghai, China.

The first product of the Style series, the 
Shushu handy mop, launched. (This 
series has style to suit home interiors.)

2000

Direct Selling Group

Home Repair (fixing scratches and 
dents at home) service launched.

Duskin Laboratory opens as a space for 
co-creating new value.

Rental mops for home earn the SEK 
mark for their antiviral, antibacterial, 
deodorant processing features.

The Direct Selling Group institutes 
a new tagline: Creating Healthy 
Environments.

2016

The first MOSDO shop, a collaborative 
brand initiative with MOS Burger, 
opens.

Bakery Factory, a suburban-style large 
bakery shop, opens.

Pie Face, a pie specialty store from 
Australia, introduced in Japan.

First Mister Donut shop opens in 
Jakarta, Indonesia.

Mister Donut launches MISDO Meets, 
a line of products developed in 
collaboration with other brands.

2013

2015

2015

2017

2010

2019

2020

2021

2004

2006

2009
1989

1994

1999

1970

1971

The next products launched in the series were the 
Lalla floor mop and the Style Cleaner.
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Ever since Duskin got its start, we have worked to meet the expectations 
of society, sharing and implementing our management philosophy with 
the goal of doing our part for sustainable development. We will continue 
to address sustainability issues and boost corporate value.

Sustainability Initiatives

Delivering the seeds of joy to 
individuals and the greater society 
— and planting them for our future

The details of our sustainability 
actions can be found in the link.
 (Available in Japanese only) 
https://www.duskin.co.jp/sus/

Hygiene

The Direct Selling Group has 
developed cleaning products and 
services confirmed and certified by 
third parties as antibacterial and 
antiviral. We are rebranding our 
corporate image from simply a 
company engaged in cleaning 
services to a company forging 
healthy environments in a broader 
sense, under the banner of “Creating 
Healthy Environments.” One such 
initiative focuses on hygiene 
management at events and schools.

Work-life management

As life and work style changes have 
occurred due to the coronavirus 
pandemic, needs are rising with 
regard to the greater number of 
hours spent at home, as well as 
efficiency of work and housework. To 
help support the work-life balance of 
our customers, we develop 
high-value products and services in 
the areas of helper services as well 
as professional cleaning and 
technical services.

Senior support

The coronavirus pandemic has 
brought about changes in the lives of 
the elderly, giving rise to a diverse 
array of needs. As we continue to 
focus on nursing care item rentals 
and senior care, we will also offer 
fine-tuned in-home care services 
falling outside the coverage of the 
national nursing care insurance 
system, as well as services for active 
seniors.

To deliver good food and good fun to our customers, now more than 
ever before we work to continuously improve our regular products, as 
well as forming partnerships and collaborative projects with other 
companies. In addition, we are creating hygiene-conscious shops by 
adopting semi-self-service cash registers and other measures. We are 
also taking steps to standardize delivery and online ordering services.

Economic Value
Ever since we got our start, our Direct Selling 
Group has helped create hygienic, comfortable 
environments, while the Food Group has 
prioritized the safety and peace of mind of our 
customers. Drawing on the characteristics of each 
type of business, we answer the diversifying 
needs of society.

Direct Selling Group

Food Group

Our contribution to achieving the SDGs

Creating shared value 
(CSV)

Environmental 
value

Economic 
value Social value

Governance

Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The Sustainable Development Goals were adopted at the United Nations 
Sustainable Development Summit in 2015, with a view to achieving them by 
the year 2030. The central promise of the SDGs is “Leave no one behind.”
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Social Value
Duskin strives for a workplace where each and 
every employee works with a sense of purpose and 
enthusiasm. Besides actively hiring a diverse 
workforce, we continue to build a work environment 
that encourages the healthy development of every 
employee’s potential. Additionally, we support a 
variety of activities focused on forging bonds 
between people and building partnerships with 
local communities.

Creating a more fulfilling workplace and one that embraces diversity
At Duskin, diversity means nurturing a work climate where employees respect each other 
regardless of gender, age, nationality or career background. Our work environment 
encourages every employee to realize his or her full potential. We meet the challenges of a 
changing business environment and increasingly diverse customer needs by constantly 
creating new value and excellence.

A diverse and inclusive workplace

Women in managerial positions

As of March 31, 2021, Duskin Co., Ltd. only.
9% (32)

Increase the percentage of 
women in managerial 
positions to at least 10%

Hire more people with 
disabilities and retain them

Employees with disabilities

As of June 1, 2021, Duskin Co., Ltd. only.

2.7% (62)

Provide greater opportunities 
for workers from abroad

Number of workers from abroad 
hired under the 
government-sponsored 
household worker hiring 

From April 2017 to March 2021, Duskin Co., Ltd. only

48

Since 2000, Duskin has supported school 
education. In collaboration with school teachers, 
we carry out research on how to use the school 
cleaning period to develop the abilities of 
children. The results of this research are 
presented at feedback seminars held several 
times a year for the benefit of teaching staff. In 
addition, our employees visit local elementary 
schools to present lessons to children on the 
importance of cleaning.

To help fight the spread of the novel coronavirus, Duskin 
has undertaken a variety of measures in partnership with 
Osaka Prefecture. For instance, we carried out an 
awareness campaign to inform shops and businesses 
about a sticker issued by Osaka Prefecture that officially 
recognizes facilities observing coronavirus infection 
prevention guidelines.

Supporting local schools and education Partnership with Osaka Prefecture

Together with communities

As of March 31, 2021

3,374
Number of participating schools

From October 2020 to March 2021

180,000
To households

75,000
To businesses

Number of leaflets distributed

Lessons presented at elementary schools

In 2021, Duskin was again certified by the 
Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry (METI) 
as a Health & Productivity Management 
Organization. With the Duskin Health-focused 
Management in mind, we are focused on raising 
employee health awareness. In cooperation with 
the health insurance society and the labor union, 
we maintain and improve the health of our 
employees and their families.

Building a work environment 
that harmonizes work and 
home life

Health and productivity management recognized 
by METI for five consecutive years

At Duskin, we have created a work 
environment that enables our 
employees to maintain a healthy 
work-life balance and realize their 
full potential. We also prepare and 
execute action plans that increase 
employee motivation, sense of 
achievement and satisfaction. 
Duskin has earned Kurumin 
Certification, a certification issued 
by the Ministry of 
Health, Labour and 
Welfare to 
businesses that meet 
certain childcare 
support-related 
standards.

Work-style reform and health-focused management

Duskin will encourage and help our employees and their families to 
maintain and improve their well-being to lead their lives to their fullest 
potential as reflected in the philosophy of Prayerful Management. We 
hereby declare our commitment to health-focused management, 
through which we will support the health of our employees and the 
sound development of the company to “sow the seeds of joy” in society.

For Happiness of Employees

Duskin Health-focused Management

 (Number in parenthesis)  (Number in parenthesis)

“Kurumin” originates from the Japanese 
word “okurumi,” a cloth to swaddle a baby.

over 9 years
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Plants

Cement manufacturing plants

Mops and mats that are 
no longer usable are 
reutilized as fuel at 
cement manufacturing 
plants.

Reused as 
industrial-use mops 
and mats.

Sales offices

Plants
 (45 plants nationwide)

DuskinCustomer

Delivering approx. 
140 million mops 

and mats annually

Environmental goals

Adopting carbon-neutral LNG

To help achieve the goal of a decarbonized society by 2050, 
Duskin has committed to reducing company CO2 emissions by 
46% from the company’s emissions in 2013. Reducing CO2 
emissions is among our priorities at Duskin.

The Duskin Tokyo Tama Central Plant is 
adopting the use of the carbon-neutral 
liquid natural gas (LNG), which does not 
generate CO2 emissions in amounts that 
practically impact the global environment. 
Our goal is to increase the use of 
carbon-neutral LNG and enhance the 
benefits of its use.

Duskin has endorsed the Task Force on Climate-related Financial 
Disclosures (TCFD) established by the Financial Stability Board (FSB). 
Along with analyzing the risks and opportunities posed by climate 
change, Duskin will properly disclose climate change-related information 
and contribute to building a sustainable society.

Duskin works on contributing to building a more sustainable society, 
by balancing environmental conservation with operating a business.

Reduce CO2 emissions
Increase use of renewable energy

Achieving a decarbonized society

Promote recycling of water used to wash cleaning 
products and conserve water quality
Promote ecosystem conservation
Practice chemical substance management and 
pollution prevention

Achieving harmony between 
people and nature

Develop environmentally friendly products and services
Practice environmental management based on improving 
compliance with ISO14001 and similar standards
Promote personnel training based on environmental 
education

Reducing environmental burden

Prioritize the use of recycling-based rental systems
Reduce food waste and recycle discarded food
Promote 3Rs and renewable for plastic container 
packaging

Building a sustainable society

Taking action on climate change

Duskin’s Environmental Policy

Duskin endorses the TCFD

Environmental Value
One way Duskin contributes to creating a 
sustainable society is by applying 3Rs (reduce, 
reuse, recycle) plus renewable over the entire 
product lifecycle. We also work hard on finding 
solutions to environmental issues to contribute to 
building a decarbonized society that is in harmony 
with nature and has a small environmental footprint.

Practicing a 
recycling-based business 
model since our founding

Donut cooking oil recycling

The cleaning utensil rental 
systems that Duskin has 
successfully popularized in 
Japan values things based 
on a “repeated use, shared 
use, reduction of needless 
waste and disposal” 
business approach. 

We recycle used donut cooking oil into industrial materials and cleaning fluid 
as well as into boiler fuel for use at Duskin plants. Some old oil is exported 
overseas, where it is used in animal feed and as biofuel. Thanks to all these 
efforts, Duskin recycles 100% of its used donut cooking oil.

42%

29%

29%

Boiler fuel

Industrial materials 
(including materials 
for cleaning fluid)

Animal feed

Helping build a recycling-based society

Collection rate of 
mops and mats

100%

Duskin’s
 rental system

97.6% 2.4%
Recycled New

Collected

Delivery

The above figures are as of March 31, 2021.

As of March 31, 2021

Toward a 
sustainable and 
decarbonized 

societyReduce CO2 
emissions
Expand renewable 
energy use

CO2 emissions 
(scope 1, 2) 

Reduce by 46% 
from the figure in 
2013

Reduce waste; use resources efficiently Take action on climate change

Adopt environmental management systems (EMS) Conserve water resources and biological diversity

By 2023 By 2030

Reutilized

Approx. 3.3 
million pieces are 
utilized annually
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Protecting intellectual propertyCompliance at Duskin

Aiming to be a trustworthy 
and reliable company

1. We always think of customers in everything we do.
2. We observe the law in all that we do.
3. We are ethical in all our actions.
4. We take pride in everything we do.

Three of the nine board 
members are Outside 
Directors.

Total number of viewers of 
our online company 
information sessions

33%

Ratio of Outside 
Directors on the Board 
of Directors

Duskin has set up the Operating Officer System in order to reduce the 
number of proposals made at Board meetings so that our Directors can focus 
on discussing important agenda items. We are also further streamlining the 
Board’s decision-making and oversight functions, and we are delegating 
some authority in order to expedite the execution of company business.

Building a structure that allows Board members to 
comprehensively deliberate on important matters

In order to more effectively appoint and 
evaluate Board of Directors members, Duskin 
established the Directors Evaluation 
Committee. Composed only of independent 
directors, the Committee functions as an 
advisory board to the Board of Directors.

Establishment of a Directors 
Evaluation Committee

All Directors, including Outside Directors, are 
expected to attend every Board of Directors 
meeting and actively engage in discussions on 
managing and executing company business.

100% 

2,527

Board of Directors 
attendance rate

Women are essential to our growth as a 
business, and Duskin therefore strives to 
offer greater opportunities for all women 
employees. These opportunities include 
appointing more female Directors to 
increase board diversity.

22%

Ratio of women on 
the Board of 
Directors

Compliance and intellectual property

Stakeholder engagementFive key characteristics of corporate governance

At Duskin, compliance means always striving to put ourselves in 
the place of others and acting accordingly. With that in mind, we 
established the Duskin Code of Conduct to ensure that Duskin 
conducts business in a socially responsible and reliable manner. 
Everyone at Duskin abides by the code of conduct in all daily 
business activities.

Protecting intellectual property is vital to 
every business, and Duskin makes every 
effort to acquire rights in step with our 
business development. When Duskin 
discovers that a third-party has violated 
our intellectual property rights, we take 
appropriate action based on the relevant 
laws and regulation.

Providing products and services that 
embrace the needs of our customers
Duskin regularly hosts “fan meetings” at 
various locations around Japan so that we 
can hear from our customers directly. The 
meetings provide opportunities for 
headquarters and regional staff from each 
business group, franchise owners and even 
our president to directly hear the feedback 
and needs of our customers, contributing to 
better products and services.

Company information sessions for 
individual investors
To prevent the spread of the coronavirus, we have 
switched from in-person information sessions to 
sessions distributed live online. We have also 
introduced on-demand distribution as a way to 
further reduce the risk of infection and provide 
opportunities for even more individual investors to 
view company information sessions.

Supplier study sessions

To strengthen our partnership with our suppliers, we 
share our quality guidelines and compliance 
standards as well as business plan (for example, 
product and service development policy, 
purchasing policy) information with them. This year, 
study sessions were presented online via 
on-demand distribution.

Number of intellectual property rights held 
by Duskin

As of March 31, 2021

Duskin Code of Conduct

Corporate Value
To meet the expectations of our stakeholders and to 
achieve sustained growth and enhanced corporate 
value in the medium and long term, Duskin has 
made corporate governance a key priority of 
management. Maintaining compliance guides all of 
our corporate activities, we are focused on 
continuously improving corporate value.

Patent

Design

Utility model

Trademark

From April 2020 to March 2021

169
From April 2020 to March 2021

Overseas Domestic

 143 4
 70 24
 3 0
 356 207

Number of companies 
participated in our supplier 
study sessions

31 32






